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Wingman EssentialsSM

A robust solution designed to provide the right level of  
cyber coverage for small businesses
With three fixed prices to choose from, it’s easy to select from VIP, Pro or Basic, offering small businesses  
the right coverage and protection based on their risk needs. 

Corvus Dynamic Loss Prevention Scan

All clients automatically receive a Dynamic Loss Prevention Scan, powered by Corvus Insurance. Our Corvus scan looks 
at the client’s publicly facing data and provides a Smart Score, enabling businesses to better understand, manage, and 
reduce their risk. 

Not available in all states.
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Wingman EssentialsSM

A fast, simplified and streamlined 
approach to cyber
Wingman EssentialsSM, backed by The Hanover, delivers a comprehensive cyber 
offering via a seamless and fast underwriting process. Many businesses require 
more coverage than the standard carrier add-on approach and our program 
provides the right levels of coverage while greatly simplifying the process 
typically required to obtain stand-alone cyber insurance.

For more information please email essentials@wingmanins.com

About Wingman About The Hanover

Wingman Insurance was founded to make writing 
technology insurance faster, smarter, and easier. 
The current marketplace for technology insurance is 
complicated, time consuming, and outdated. By marrying 
years of underwriting expertise to expertly tailored product 
selection and an easy-to-use policy management system, 
Wingman aims to simplify and speed up the process.

The Hanover Insurance Group, Inc. is the holding company 
for several property and casualty insurance member 
companies which together is one of the largest insurance 
businesses in the United States. The Hanover provides 
exceptional insurance solutions through a select group of 
independent agents and brokers. Together with its agents, 
The Hanover offers standard and specialized insurance 
protection for small and mid-sized businesses, as well 
as for homes, automobiles, and other personal items for 
individuals and households. For more information visit 
www.hanover.com.

Wingman writes Wingman EssentialsSM on admitted paper backed by The Hanover (A.M. Best: A (Excellent), XV).

All products are underwritten by The Hanover Insurance Company or one of its insurance company subsidiaries or affiliates (“The Hanover”).  
Coverage may not be available in all jurisdictions and is subject to the company underwriting guidelines and the issued policy.  
This material is provided for informational purposes only and does not provide any coverage.

Ineligible Classes*

• Adult entertainment
• Cannabis-related risks
• Casinos
• Crypto-currency
• Financial Institutions
• Hospitals and outpatient  

medical facilities
• Municipalities
• Non-automotive cargo 

transportation
• Residential care facilities
• K-12 public schools and 

colleges
• Utilities 

*Not a complete list 

Billing Information

• Direct Bill
• Online Pay Only (no checks)
• ACH/Credit Card options 

available

Advantages

• Provides comprehensive cyber 
coverage at an affordable price

• Fills the product gap between 
Package Policy add-on cyber 
coverage and large limit  
stand-alone products

• Ability to quote and purchase  
in minutes

• Automatically receive a Corvus risk 
score to inform future risk mitigation 
efforts

• Expert claims services provided  
by The Hanover

Appetite

• Less than $25m in annual revenue 
• 75 or fewer employees
• No cyber losses or incidents  

in the past three years
• Business must have  

a website
• Corvus risk score of 80 or greater
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